
FusionFox Global Talent 360 Cloud 
SUCCESSION AND DEVELOPMENT

The core objective is to help organizations proactively plan for a 
scenario of change or unforeseen eventuality by giving required 
visibility on available talent pipeline, harnessing present employees’ 
potential and identify talent gaps. It is bundled with required planning 
tools, data analytics, monitoring dashboards and comprehensive 
talent search capabilities to find quality potential successors, and 
build further plans to fill the gaps so that you are ready for any 
sudden change or eventuality that can potentially impact business 
continuity or affect brand reputation or decline in brand quality. 
 
FusionFox can contribute significantly in retaining and encouraging 
good talent by adopting transparent succession and talent 
development programs. Employees should be able to feel and 
envisage that potential growth is well within sight and plausible 
within the organization provided they perform well and develop 
requisite skills and calibre essential for the next move.  

Use Talent Intelligence to Build Future leaders within


Interactive Succession Chart and Drill down


Talent insight to view talent potential and gaps


Side by Side Talent Comparison


Competency Library to Manage and add new


Configure Succession Matrix and Org Chart 

Leadership Development Planning


Planning, Searching and Nominating Successor 

Job Profile based Succession and Gap Analysis


Career Path and Progression Setup


Talent Review Schedule and Actions Management


Talent Calibration and Development Tasks Management 

Talent browser for quick view of multiple talents


Integrated with Talent Demand Planning


Portfolio wise Talent Access and Dashboard 


Powerful Data Analytics and On Demand Reporting 

Interactive Dashboards and Sunburst Drill down


Integrated on Training and Learning


KEY FEATURESIdentify, Develop and Move 

Preparing organization develop succession plans that help you retain 
high potential talent and ensure the development and readiness of your 
employees to manage when one or more of your key resources 
suddenly decide to leave the organization

Powerful Talent Search and Comparison 

Talent comparison and comprehensive search criteria will help you find 
talent based on their fitment percent. Talent planners or HR staff can 
cut down time to find potential candidates during the planning and 
nomination process

Competency Weight and rating based Analysis 

Succession planning and leadership development model is based on 
competencies, functional experience, formal education and 
performance that works on weight rational. It  will help you easily 
identify candidates to nominate or include in development plan.

Talent Reviews and Actions 

Automate complete process from nominating, conducting regular 
talent reviews, identify potential gaps, set timeline for actions in order 
to fill the gaps. Monitor readiness of the potential candidates till 
candidate is fully ready for the next move



Multi Lingual 

All the applications in FusionFox are Multi lingual and user can set lingual 
preferences in user profile to access application in the preferred language. 
One can also select language in the application login page and access 
application in that language. Global organizations need flexibility as different 
country employees may use the same application in the local language.

Data Privacy and Security 

FusionFox supports SSO (single sign-on) and two step authentication. It 
is also addressing data privacy laws and compliance with recent GDPR 
guidelines. This allows employees to decide what personal information 
they wish to share or withdraw from the employee database maintained 
by the organizations they are employed with.

On Amazon (AWS) Cloud 

This is available on Amazon cloud but can also be deployed on any other 
public or private cloud. FusionFox use service oriented architecture that 
makes it easy to integrate with any other systems using our built-in APIs 
or custom web services.

Product Site link         www.fusionfox.info/succession-development


Screen Story:              https://www.fusionfox.info/succession-ss


Video Demo:               https://www.fusionfox.info/succession-video


Contact Email             talent360@fusionfox.info

Side by Side Talent 
Comparison

Improve Talent Retention 
Rate with Transparent 
Development and 
Succession Strategy
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